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Trailing
Irene Korotev 

Missouri Search & Rescue K-9

Most people are familiar with tracking, such as in Schutzhund where a dog must follow the scent trail of 
the track layer, execute proper turns, perform with technically correct form with the nose to the ground, 
and work at a controlled speed to the article at the end. 
Since Schutzhund is a sport, the tracking dog performs as an obedience exercise. Trailing is similar to 
tracking mainly in that both use a harness and long line and both follow a scent trail. There the 
resemblance ends. 
Remember: search is an emergency! When a person is lost, speed and accuracy is imperative in 
case the missing person is injured or having a medical emergency. In addition, a missing child is always 
an emergency. This is especially true when days pass before a trailing team is brought into the picture.
The best use of a trailing dog is in areas which are heavily populated and the dog must ignore all 
human scents except the one target scent to locate the person, or where there are large areas of 
countryside or wilderness to search if there is a location where the missing person was known to have 
been, or possible exit points from the area where the missing person may have crossed. Since a trailing 
dog is trained to ignore all other scents except for the scent of the missing person, they can be used in 
the field along with other rescue personnel. 
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Trailing dogs used in conjunction with air scenting dogs can provide a direction of travel for the other 
searchers. Once direction of travel is established, the air scenting dogs can be leapfrogged ahead of 
the trailing dog to saturate the areas where the missing person might be. It doesn’t matter who finds the 
missing person, as long as the rescue is affected. Search is truly a team effort, and a find is personal, 
and celebrated by all personnel. 

Trailing dogs are trained in drive, to follow one person from a known location in areas contaminated by 
other people & animals, covering several miles, through open areas, thick wooded areas, ravines & 
hills, residential areas, shopping centers, sports stadiums, etc., and aged from several days to as much 
as a week. 

Training must also be conducted in all manner of weather, from extreme heat to cold to wet, rainy, or 
very dry conditions. A missing person needs help no matter what conditions exist at that time. Weather, 
of course, directly affects the viability of the scent left by the victim. Moisture refreshes the scent, heat 
dries up the scent, extreme cold holds the scent down on the ground and prevents it from traveling very 
far, and high winds dissipate the scent. Of course, extreme cold is also very dangerous to work in and 
is very unforgiving to exposed skin. 

Training must encompass as many variables as possible in age of trail, terrain, weather, and population 
density. This, of course, requires the assistance of many different people to lay trail, and who are willing 
to be available for several days by first laying the trail, then returning when the trail has aged the 
required length of time and hiding for the trailing team to locate. 

The handler must learn not only to read the dog, but also acquire the handler skills to be successful, 
such as the proper collection of the scent article, best way to present the scent article to the dog, when 
unknown, finding the start of the trail, helping the dog learn to re-acquire the trail when he loses it, 
helping the dog navigate through areas where scent conditions deteriorate, maintain appropriate 
physical and mental conditioning for both dog and handler, and maintain a training regimen which will 
not only maintain their skills, but also be open to continually upgrading them. All said, this is a physically 
and mentally challenging discipline, and very rewarding not only with the potential of assisting in the 
rescue of a person in need, but also in developing a very special bond between handler and dog. 

Once handler and dog reach the competence level required to be effective, my SAR unit feels testing of 
the team is mandatory. We think it’s important to be able to show that our teams really possess the 
skills, which we say we have. While not all jurisdictions currently require certification of any teams, 
many law enforcement agencies do require civilian search and rescue teams provide documentation of 
appropriate training and competency. 

Jäger trailing his victim.
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In our unit, Missouri Search & Rescue K-9, our in-house testing has 5 separate levels: 

• At the end of a short trail, the dog must indicate [i.d.] the correct trail layer from a group; 
• ¼ mile rural/wilderness trail, aged 1-2 hours, with cross trails and indication; 
• ½ mile, day trail, varied terrain, aged 12-24 hours, with cross trails and indication; 
• ½ mile night trail, varied terrain, aged 8-12 hours, with cross trails and indication; 
• 1 mile trail, combination rural and suburban/urban terrain, with cross trails and indication. 

Once these unit tests are successfully completed, the team must pass a trailing certification offered by 
an outside agency. Our unit has chosen the North American Police Work Dog Association, which 
requires the trail be one (1) hour old and the trail at least one and one half miles. Surface cover at the 
start of the trail will be vegetation but will run at least 500 feet on pavement, cross a stream if available 
and cross two (2) fresh human trails. There will be at least 3 turns in the trail. 

As is evident by the all the tests described above, the certifications only document that the team 
possesses the skills required to locate a missing person by following his scent trail through a variety of 
terrain and conditions. This is only the beginning of a trailing career. Training is never ending. The 
trailing team must train much harder than when they search to locate an actual victim, in order to be 
able to work through any unforeseen circumstances, which may arise on an actual search. The handler 
must have the dedication to continually train the dog through whatever conditions might exist to be 
successful no matter what, and to ensure that the handler and dog realize their potential as the best 
team they can be.
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Missing Person from a Rural Home: An Example
Irene Korotev 

Missouri Search & Rescue K-9

An example of how a scent-specific trailing dog can be used in looking for a missing person is the 
search we did for a woman who disappeared from her rural home.

All signs pointed to her being forcibly taken from her home soon after returning from work in the 
evening. When her family came looking for her the next day, signs of a struggle were found, and the 
police were called in.  

When we were called in late that day, we were asked to provide a direction of travel, if possible since 
no one had any idea of which direction she had been taken from her rural home. Jäger was scented on 
the missing person's belongings and was able to pick up the trail even though a couple of hundred 
people had been all over the property the entire day. 

The dog followed the scent down the driveway out onto the gravel road, and without hesitation, turned 
west. He continued trailing west for approx. 1.5 miles before I stopped him as it was too far to continue 
without confirmation from a second dog and it was getting quite dark. 

When we arrived at the search site the next day, law enforcement, using the direction of travel given by 
the dog, was able to find hard evidence that the missing person had been forcibly taken from her home 
and evidence that would identify the vehicle which was used in the abduction. A second dog was used 
to confirm the direction of travel provided the previous day, and both dogs continued trailing west for an 
additional mile or so. The trailing dogs were called off later in the day when the high winds and heavy 
contamination of the trail by hundreds of other additional searchers made it unrealistic to continue. 

When the person's remains were found several months later, the location was approx. 50 miles west of 
the original search site. A suspect was arrested, tried and convicted. Without the information provided 
by the trailing dog, law enforcement would have had a much more difficult time in getting viable 
information which led to a successful conclusion of this case. 
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Wilderness / Airscent Work
Rayanne Chamberlin

Michigan Search & Rescue K-9 Unit

Wilderness/Airscent canine search is generally considered the baseline for all canine search work. 
Locating missing hunters, hikers, Alzheimer’s patients and children is where volunteer canine search 
and rescue started and where it continues to have the greatest impact. 

There are variations on the training criteria from team to team. Our team trains what we call ‘generalist’ 
dogs – meaning the wilderness dogs are not scent specific. When they are released into the woods, 
they seek out any human scent and report what they find to the handler. Some teams train their dogs to 
be ‘scent specific’ meaning they provide the dog with an object belonging to the missing person causing 
the dog to go out and seek only that individual. There are pros and cons to both methods – teams tend 
to use whatever works best for them in their area.

Since they are looking for missing individuals, most wilderness/airscent dogs are also trained to locate 
recently deceased individuals. 

On our team, the dogs are also trained to locate hot articles. Alzheimer’s patients and children often 
discard unwanted clothing. If found, our team can bring a scent specific trailing dog in to try to 
determine a ‘direction of travel’ on the individual. This is very helpful in concentrating our resources in a 
higher probability area.

Wilderness/airscent dogs work off-lead. They can range ¼ of a mile or more from their handlers 
seeking scent. Once they find something, most teams utilize a ‘refind’ indication. This means the dog 
returns to the handler and gives the handler some type of indication (bark, jump on the handler, etc.) 
that tells the handler something has been located and they need to follow the dog. 

Wilderness teams get called for a variety of missing person searches. Sometimes it’s an Alzheimer’s 
patient who has walked away from home or a hunter who did not return home on time. Other times we’ll 
respond to criminal cases. For those mistakes are unacceptable. The dogs must be solid and reliable. 
Handlers have background checks done periodically, are well-trained in crime scene preservation and 
must keep meticulous records – both training records and the report on the search itself so that if a 
case ends up in court, there is no question about the credibility of the search team. 
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One other area in which the wilderness/airscent dog excels is in locating victims of drowning. Being in 
Michigan this is a skill that gets used more than anyone would like, but being able to assist in the 
location of a drowned person is important. It impacts the safety of the divers who will ultimately retrieve 
the body and it helps to bring a quicker conclusion to an almost unendurable situation for the family.  

Over the past 15 years, I’ve responded to countless searches – both with a dog and without a dog. The 
most difficult part of being a search dog handler is dealing with the family of the missing person. For us 
to be effective, we have to close off our emotions, give whatever comfort we can and get out and do the 
job. The most frustrating searches are the ones where the missing person cannot be found. Those 
searches never leave us; we return again and again to the maps fearing that somehow we missed 
something. On some occasions, the victim is ultimately found – usually miles from the place they were 
last seen. The best memories are those in which we are able to find the person quickly and know that 
it’s likely a life has been saved as a result of our work. 

Wilderness search work is some of the most rewarding search work we can do. It provides the most 
potential for instant gratification. If we are called out quickly the possibility that we’ll be able to reunite 
loved ones is very high. Even if we’re not able to reunite loved ones, in the case of a missing person, 
the person is usually within a certain area and we are at least able to bring closure to a family. 

Cota with his reward (left).
Ivan taking a break (above).
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Specialist Canine: Human Remains Detection Dog
Maria Ciski

Great Plains Search Dogs, Sedgwick County, Kansas

I have found that if you tell people that your dog specializes in detecting human remains they often 
cringe and invariably ask, “How can you do that? Isn’t it gross?” In fact, it’s not gross at all and if you 
are fortunate enough to have a dog that not only can do the job, but is driven to do it, then you also 
know that you and your dog have the ability to make a genuine difference in lives of people who have 
been victims of loss. 

As in many professions, canine search work is divided into multiple specialties including, air scent, 
tracking/ trailing, disaster and human remains. There are search groups that “cross-train” dogs to 
search in multiple specialties and there are groups that allow and indeed encourage specializing in only 
one at time. The Human Remains Detection (HRD) is one specialty. 

What type of dog is an HRD dog? 
As in all canine search specialties, an HRD dog is not a specific breed. I’m often asked if my dog is a 
Golden Retriever, or a Labrador retriever or a Border collie because those breeds are often associated 
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with being a search dog. In fact, any dog can be a search dog as long as they have very specific 
characteristics and those depend on their specialty. 

Frequently referred to as “cadaver dogs”, the Human Remains specialist is a dog with a very specific 
skill set. A successful HRD dog is often a methodical searcher. They are trained to find victims in a 
variety of different environments (land, water, buried) but they are also trained to find very small 
remains that are a vital part of any search. 

The HRD dog is an independent thinker, a problem solver whose reward comes from the search and 
not necessarily from the big paycheck at the end so they tend to work more slowly and methodically 
than other specialties. In truth, if the HRD dog were a person he would likely be the scientist. 

How do you select an HRD dog? 
Most of us involved with search dogs know that although you could train about any dog to do a skill, 
having the right dog, the one that possesses the skills you need, will make the training process and the 
opportunity for success much, much greater. For example, a small dog may possess problem solving 
skills and an interest in working but if you’re trying to train the dog to work on a rubble pile or over rough 
terrain then you will be handicapped by the size of the dog. Having the right dog for the job is vital. 

In developing a selection process, most dog handlers will describe very specific characteristics that 
they look for in a dog. Those characteristics are generally carefully selected as a result of years of 
working in search and by training and talking with people who have similar interests. A puppy selected 
because it has specific skills is important but does not guarantee that the dog will mature into a 
successful search dog. 

To begin with, the younger the dog is the better the chances that you will end up with a successful 
search dog. That is not to say that an older dog can’t be trained for HRD, but it is more difficult. With a 
puppy, you can start with a clean slate and begin to form attitudes and behaviors very early on when it 
is more likely that those skills will become imprinted. 

For my HRD dogs, I look for a few important characteristics. 

• Problem solving 
This is no. 1 – a puppy that is unable or unwilling to solve a problem will likely give up easily and loose 
interest. A better choice is a puppy who is unwilling to take “no” for an answer when it wants something. 

• Focus and an interest in pleasing the handler 
This is a must for me. A puppy who is focused on other puppies or its environment is going to take 
additional time to train. Getting puppy’s attention and keeping it focused on me is a vital part of training. 

• Willingness to use its nose 
All dogs have noses but they have to be trained to use them. An HRD dog has to like using its nose. 

• Liking scent 
I have tested dogs that simply do not like the scent. If you set out a scent source and that puppy avoids 
the scent by moving away from it, then you have a puppy who, if selected, will have to be coerced to 
work as an HRD dog and will truly never be successful at it. 

• An inquisitive and bold puppy 
It’s important to me that a puppy wants to explore its world and is willing and unafraid to be out there on 
its own. 

Occasionally I’ve been asked what could be a negative characteristic. There are a few but at the top of 
my list for HRD is prey drive. A dog with too much prey drive can be easily distracted by other dogs or 
animals and once their attention has been diverted from the job at hand, you will have to stop and get it 
back. A lot of prey drive in an HRD dog will always require management and can present obstacles 
both in training and in search. 

How do you train and HRD dog? 
If you were lucky and were able to work with the puppy’s breeder then the training or imprinting process 
should have started before puppy came home. In any event, once you have the puppy, the training 
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process must begin in earnest. From that point on, everything you do with that puppy points it toward 
developing the skills that will make it a good search dog. 

Training an HRD dog is an on-going process but it can take between a year and two before the dog is 
certified and field ready. Some of the key steps include: 

1. Getting puppy acclimated to its new environment 
The early weeks with a puppy should be spent developing a bond with the handler. That bond becomes 
important because it will, in part be key to the communication between the handler and dog. When the 
dog and handler are genuinely bonded, there is focus and the training process becomes easier. 

2. Obedience 
For all the obvious reasons, obedience is critical. Most search dogs work off-leash and unless the 
handler has control, the dog is unreliable. 

3. Scent work 
Scent work begins as soon as possible with a puppy but continues throughout its training. At first, scent 
work is a matter of imprinting so that recognizing and understanding the scent becomes second nature. 
Later the process becomes more difficult with complicated problems and distractions as part of the 
search scenario 

4. Developing an alert 
This step is vital and should happen very early. An “alert” is simply a way in which the dog 
communicates to the handler what it has found. In the case of an HRD dog that alert should be passive, 
meaning that the dog will do a sit or a down or a touch to let the handler know it has found something. 
Years ago an “aggressive” indication was acceptable, but for many reasons that type of indication is 
discouraged in HRD. 
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5. Training search problems 
This is the fun part. Setting up and working a search problem is a fun game and the way our dogs learn 
their job. In every specialty search problems, and the goal of the handler varies. With an HRD dog the 
task is to train the dog to find the source of scent in a variety of environments, under differing conditions 
and with naturally occurring distractions. 

6. Advanced obedience 
As the dog grows, advanced obedience and agility becomes more important. In the field, the dog needs 
to be completely reliable and have skills that will keep it safe and under control in the varying situations. 
7. Advanced search problems in a variety of environments 
No two searches or scenarios are exactly the same and it’s important that the dog learn to search 
under all types of conditions. Daily and weekly training should involve a systematic but increasingly 
complex series of problems for the dog based on its level of training and the handler’s goals. 

Why the Doberman? 
Most search personnel have a breed of choice. Some select from a known group of breeds generally 
considered a reliable choice as a search dog. Others choose their search dog based on personal 
interest or a dog that may be available. 

From the beginning of my search career I have chosen a doberman as my search partner for the 
following reasons: 

• This is a very intelligent breed of dog with a high learning curve. My dobes have often learned a 
skill without having to break it down too much. It becomes easier and I can often move through 
my training plan more smoothly 

• HRD work requires a dog that is willing to work close to the handler. Because the doberman is 
so “in tune” and watchful of its handler it will work close and move through a search sector 
without a lot of guidance. 

• Most Dobermans that I have worked with are not put off by HRD 
• Dobes are efficient workers and when focused on a problem and are intent on solving it quickly 

and easily 
• This is a breed that is so loyal and dedicated to its handler it will continue to work for long 

periods of time without shutting down. 
• Its coat and structure make it easy to take out into the field and clean afterward. 
• It is a reliable and dedicated search partner 

A Search Scenario – The Turnpike Flood 
For most search dog handlers there are a few searches that occur, during their career that leave a 
significant impact. For me, one of those searches occurred several years ago when the Kansas 
Turnpike flooded during a sudden and unusual storm. 

By the end of the day that the storm hit, several large vehicles had been swept off the highway and into 
a tributary attached to a feeder lake. A family traveling north on the turnpike had been swept off the 
highway as a Good Samaritan stopped to help. By late that afternoon one family member and the 
person who stopped to help needed to be found. 

The search was complicated by the fact that the lake, now had muddy silt along its banks and had 
grown considerably. On one side there was barbed wire fencing that was now under water and other 
unknown obstacles. The banks on one side were very high which would make it difficult for dogs to 
work that side and get close enough to the water to search. The other side of the lake was now deep in 
muddy silt and impassable in spots. At the far end there was a spillway with water roaring out of it and a 
large stream with water moving at a significant rate of speed. 

When conditions allowed, search teams were asked to come in and search for the two people who, had 
remained unaccounted for. There was a very high probability that they were in or around the feeder 
lake. 
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From the beginning of the search to its close was over 3 days. On the first day, teams arrived from all 
over the state and a search strategy was developed. This would be a search that would be conducted 
both on the water and on the surrounding shoreline. Numerous teams went out on boats and although 
the handlers reported that their dogs had scent, an area was not pinpointed and the victims were not 
found. 

On the second day, my Doberman and I were called in. We met with incident command and determined 
what areas had been searched, what areas remained that needed to be searched and if there were any 
specific locations that might benefit from a second search. 

The day began early and involved very few breaks. Our first task was to clear the perimeter of the lake 
and start with areas that had not been searched. That task took most of the day. Once that assignment 
was complete we were given a second area to search. This second area was along a north shoreline of  
the feeder lake. 

At the base of the lake Rose’s behavior began to change in subtle ways. Despite efforts to encourage 
her nose down her head kept popping up. Every now and again she would give a small whine. I kept 
telling my field support that she was beginning to act like she was “in scent”. 

We worked slowly east and she kept focused on her work and didn’t seem to throw any behaviors that 
would indicate to me that she was bored or distracted. She stayed on task. As we got closer to the 
highway and the tributary off of the highway that had fed this lake Rose’s behavior changed 
dramatically. She began working in a figure 8 pattern, snorkeling just below the surface, anxious and 
occasionally air scenting. Every now and again she would lift her head and come over to one us as if 
say “is it you?” 

Although we were knee deep in mud we decided to work in a circular pattern around the area Rose had 
identified to see if we could help her pinpoint the source. Each time we walked too far she would relax 
and her demeanor would change. If we backtracked she would get tense, focused, anxious and clearly 
was working hard to solve the problem. 

In the end, we could not get in a position to help her more. The mud and silt made walking difficult. We 
tried to get Rose into a boat and see if we could get close enough from the shore but that was also 
difficult. 

By the end of that day, we reported back to incident command and told them the results of our search. 
We felt strongly that the area needed to be pursued but because of the depth of the water and the 
muddy bottom it was hard for us to get into it and pinpoint the location. 

Later that day we returned home and began our reports. Two days later we were told that our final two 
victims had been found and they were in the location Rose had indicated. 

I remember how I felt. I was proud of Rose, she had worked hard and true to her hardworking 
Doberman characteristics she had stayed with it and continued to try to pinpoint that location. I was 
proud too that we were able to contribute in some small way in helping a family find their loved ones.
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Disaster Search Dogs and Their Training
Rayanne Chamberlain

OH-TF1 / MI-TF1

We ask much of the disaster response dog. We ask them to learn to do things like climb ladders and 
walk planks that are eight feet in the air. We ask them to take direction from us when they’re far away 
from us. We ask them to be comfortable in any situation and we ask them to remain calm and focused 
even in the face of earthquake aftershocks or severe thunderstorms. And we ask them to focus solely 
on locating the breathing victim while ignoring other odors and scents in the area.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                             
For safety and pinpointing, the disaster dog uses a stay and bark indication. For testing purposes, the 
dog must perform a sustained bark for 30 seconds; in real life the dog may have to continue barking for 
minutes. 

Over the years I’ve come to realize that it takes a very special dog to be a disaster search dog. For a 
disaster dog it goes beyond the usual drive, focus and stamina. The disaster dog has to have that little 
something extra – the extra that can sometimes drive the handler to utter frustration. 

The disaster dog is social, independent, opinionated, self-assured, and extremely confident.
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I think the most difficult thing about training and working with a disaster search dog is finding balance.  
The disaster dog works in a variety of dangerous situations, well away from the handler. These dogs 
must be confident enough to make decisions on their own and on the fly. They cannot look to the 
handler for assistance. Essentially, during the search process, the dog is in charge. And sometimes 
there is even ‘controlled disobedience’ – meaning the dog may choose not to respond to a command 
from the handler. The dog must learn when it is okay to disobey and when it is not, and the handler 
must learn to respect the dog’s ability to make those decisions. 

The relationship we form with our disaster dogs is like no other relationship with a dog – working or 
otherwise. The partnership becomes so close; you sleep on the ground sometimes with the dog in your 
sleeping bag; together you see the worst that can happen and the best that can happen. The trust that 
must be built between you is a trust that is unbreakable. And as the 
human component, you have to acknowledge the possibility that your partner could be badly hurt or 
even killed while working at a disaster scene.

To be a disaster dog handler, you have to love the work. If you’re lucky, you’ll find yourself deployed 
once or twice during your dog’s lifetime and only a few are ever lucky enough to actually find a living 
person during those deployments. For those who deployed to the World Trade Center in 2001, there 
was the enormous stress and disappointment of searching where there was no one left alive. For those 
who deployed to the Haiti earthquake, there was the extreme joy of being able to save quite a number 
of lives. We all hope that someday we and our dogs will be able to save a life.

In the meantime, we train, train, train…

Argus locating, and indicating, on a hidden subject (left).
Bristol indicating at a “bark barrel” (above).
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The Lost Cemetery
Pam Burns and Andor Von Hess

Michigan Search and Rescue Canine Unit
 

My name is Pam Burns and I work a Doberman named Andor, who is a Human Remains Search and 
Rescue Canine and a Historical Resource Canine Specialist. Andor is my third Human Remains 
Canine. Since I have a bachelor’s in history, this kind of search work is fascinating to me. I’ve been 
lucky enough to have the opportunity to work Native American sites, The River Raisin and Gettysburg 
battlefields, as well as help reconstruct numerous cemeteries that have fallen into disrepair.

Our adventure began when we were contacted to do Carrier Cemetery. At the time I was just bringing 
Andor up to speed and he wasn’t ready to do a cemetery. Lucky for us Maria Ciski and Rose, from 
Wichita, KS, an associate member of our team, happened to be coming to visit. She accepted the 
reconstruction job on Carrier and Rose did a wonderful job. Carrier was a small cemetery and she was 
able to complete it very quickly. The Duck Lake Historical and Genealogy Group mentioned they had 
another cemetery nearby that really needed to be reconstructed, but it was quite overgrown.  We all 
jumped at the opportunity and off we went to see it.

Climbing up a hill and through the trees, we arrived at a virtual jungle of vines, brambles and thickets, 
barely able to see any headstones that were still left standing. Trying to visualize the area to be 
searched was nearly impossible. There was no way the dogs could penetrate this tangle to begin to 
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work it. Discussing the problem with the DLH&G Group a decision was made that they would get the 
area cleaned out and we would come back the following late spring.

That following spring I was contacted and informed that the area had been cleaned up. A crew of 
volunteers, including the State Representative, came in and cut, burned and cleared out the tangled 
mess, making it a very workable area. We were pleasantly surprised.

As always seemed to be the case when we went to work a cemetery in this area, the weather was 
miserable. It was raining. The good news is that it helped the scenting conditions for the dogs by 
bringing more of the scent to the surface. One of the things we have found is the dogs have a 
preference as to where they indicate. Some prefer the head and some prefer the torso. Andor generally 
indicates at the head.

We had two dogs working. Andor and Dallas, a black Lab, worked by Bonnie Van Spronsen. I 
unhooked Andor and told him to get to work. He ran to a large monument, sniffed it, touched it with his 
paw and sat (his indication). As my Field Support and I went up to flag it, we read the name…Pharzina 
Burns. We laughed and decided that it had to be a good omen, although she’s no relation to my 
husband’s family.

Andor and Dallas worked for about two hours, locating missing graves, confirming graves at various 
headstones or that they had been moved from the site and double checking areas that were in 
question. Just as they completed their work, the rain stopped. We were ecstatic. We had been worrying 
as to how we were going to be able to map the “boys” work. Soggy paper just doesn’t make for good 
mapping.
Because this was a standard cemetery, with rows for the most part, the mapping went quickly. Between 
the two dogs they had located 56 marked and unmarked burials. The DLH&G Group was very pleased 
with their effort.

It is such a great feeling to look out at a completed cemetery with all the orange flags standing in 
remembrance of those who had for years been forgotten and hidden away in a tangle of overgrowth. 
It’s a wonderful thing to have these historical and genealogical societies want to take the time to help 
preserve the past. I’m glad to have a Doberman like Andor, who has the ability to do this job. To those 
that have gone on before us we remember and honor you.

Andor giving an indication (left). 

Rosie at Carrier Cemetery (above).
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The start of the clean up of Dryer Cemetery (left). 

Volunteers doing the clean-up (above).

Measuring the burial sites for 
documentation (left).
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UNITED DOBERMAN CLUB
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE AGM MINUTES

April 22, 2012

The meeting was held at the Purina Farms Founders’ Room, Gray Summit, MO:
• The report from the Membership Secretary shows UDC memberships as of April 2012, with 247 

individual members and 55 families, which is an increase of 25 from last year.  The Winter 
Membership Drive resulted in 38 new memberships.

• Leslie Carpenter has resigned as Webmaster.  Robin Nutall has been selected and will be paid 
to keep up the basic functionality of the Website.  The membership only and online entry will not 
be maintained.  The contact person for Website issues will be Beth Bishop.  

• Linda Kurz reported that we have had a tentative bid for the 2013 Nationals from Denver, CO.  
There may also be one forthcoming from California.

• Linda reported that there will be another IPO Classic trial at the DPCA Nationals in October with 
a Breed Survey offered, with Basic and Advanced levels.  The Tri-state Doberman Club is 
creating a video featuring Ray Carlisle and Dr. May Jacobson explaining the UDC Breed Survey 
to the DPCA members who may be unfamiliar with these tests.

• Linda Kurz gave a Health Report, which focused on DCM.

The new officers for 2013 were then installed.
Officers to fill one-year terms:

President ………………………………..Patrick O’Connor
Vice President…………………………..Linda Kurz
Treasurer………………………………...Irina Sasu
Recording Secretary……………………Linda Kye
Corresponding Secretary………………Beth Bishop
Membership Secretary…………………Bonnie Guzman
Member Club Secretary………………..Linda Lindic 

Directors to fill two year terms or to complete a second year of a term as a replacement.
 Mid-Central ……………………………..Tiffany (Mahaffey) Brizendine
 Mid-South ………………………………Douglas Matson
 South…………………………………….Chris Rasmussen (resigned prior to the national)
 Northeast………………………………..Jim Toman
 Canada…………………………………..Michelle Limoges

• Chris Rasmussen has resigned and Virginia Rogers volunteered to fill her position.  
• Patrick O’Connor, the new President stated that he hopes in the coming year for more 

volunteers, as a few have been doing all the work while others who could help sit by and allow 
it.  He said he wants to eliminate splinter groups and get everyone working together.  When 
questioned on how he plans to accomplish cohesion within the UDC. Patrick responded by 
saying we cannot tolerate arguments; we must exchange information, and we need to stomp out 
wedges that tear us apart.  He said we have to keep the focus on the improvement of the UDC 
and not let a vocal minority divide the club.  We cannot allow personal agendas that are not for 
the overall good.  We all have one thing in common, and that is to promote our breed.

• Irene Korotev presented the Service Dog award to Peter Betchley and First Stryk Zen of the 
Buddha (Bodie).  Bodie’s biography and picture will be a feature article in the 4th quarter 
FOCUS.

Respectfully Submitted,
Linda Kye
Recording Secretary
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CENTRAL TEXAS 
DOBERMAN CLUB 
IRINA SASU 
2800 Perry Lane 
Austin, TX 78731 
(512) 458-1818 
rhapsodydobes@earthlink.net 

CENTRAL VALLEY
DOBERMAN CLUB
Erynn Lucas
Riverbank CA 95367
(520) 306-0195
workingk9s@msn.com
www.centralvalleydobermanclub.com

MID-CENTRAL WORKING 
DOBERMANS CLUB 
SUZAN SHIPP 
795 NE 101 Road 
Warrensburg, MO 64093 
(660) 441-3822
mcwdclub@gmail.com
http://mcwdclub.zxq.net

MID-SOUTH WORKING 
DOBERMAN CLUB 
CARMA CLEVELAND 
12211 Monterey Rd. 
Collierville, TN 38017 
(901) 854-4268 
gsdobe@bellsouth.net
www.midsouthdoberman.com

NEW ENGLAND WORKING 
DOBERMANS 
NAZARENE MONDELLO 
256 Moss Hill Road 
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130 
(617) 522-0253 
alisandro1@aol.com 

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DOBERMAN PINSCHER 
CLUB
SUE KELLY WALSH
15710 S. Molter Road
Rockford, WA 99030
(509) 291-3147
Desperadodobes@aol.com

REDWOOD WORKING 
DOBERMANN CLUB 
LORNA O'CONNOR 
3163 Juniper Avenue 
Santa Rosa, CA 95407 
(707) 322-3272 
info@incrediblecanine.com 

SPORT DOBERMAN CLUB 
OF COLORADO 
JOANNAH DAVIS 
915 E. 23rdAvenue 
Denver, CO 80205-5110 
(303) 861-7613 
cobiabja@hotmail.com 
SANDI ATKINSON 
1064 S. Mountain Estates Rd. 
Florissant, CO 80816 
(719) 294-7132
dobrmom9845@msn.com 

TRI-STATE DOBERMAN CLUB 
RAY CARLISLE 
20 Orchard St
Ramsey, NJ 07446
 (201) 327-6100
(845) 987-2357 Home 
(914) 393-0166 Cell 
(201) 327-6101(Fax)
caradobe@aol.com 
MERYL WINNIE 
220 Crow Hill Rd.
Delanson, NY 12053 
(h) (518) 895-8506 
(c)  (518) 857-6543
Meryl@arcon.bz 
membership@tristate 
dobermanclub. com 
www.tristatedobermanclub.com

VERMONT TOTAL 
DOBERMAN CLUB 
TRACI MULLIGAN 
P. O. Box 71 
Arlington, VT 05250 
(802) 375-6121 
traci@rebholzerdobermans.com 
ELLEN DECHIRO 
112 Deepkill Rd. 
Troy, NY 12180 
(518) 788-2829 
Dirkster16@yahoo.com 

WORKING DOBERMANNS 
OF THE CAROLINAS 
CHRIS RASMUSSEN 
10117 Old Roxboro Road 
Bahama, NC 27503 
(919) 477-7932 
christine.rasmussen@gmail.com
www.workingdobermansofthecarolinas.com

UDC Member Clubs
effective July 2012
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